Abstract. Let G ^ {0} be a unital group with a finite unit interval and with rank r. Then r is a positive integer and G can be realized as TI x K, where K is a finite abelian group, in such a way that (z,
Introduction
This article is a continuation of the study of unital groups with finite unit intervals initiated in [4] . Motivation for this study appears in [4] and will not be repeated here. Although we make an attempt to keep this article somewhat self-contained, we shall be using the notation, nomenclature, and results of [4] .
In what follows, abelian groups are written additively and, if G is a partially ordered abelian group, the positive cone in G is denoted by G + := {g € G | 0 < g} [9] . A subset F of G + is cone generating iff every element of G + is a sum of a finite sequence of (not necessarily distinct) elements of F. If G + generates G as a group, i.e., G -G + -G + , then G is said to be directed. If every element in G whose positive integer multiples are bounded above necessarily belongs to -G + , then G is called archimedean. Let G be a partially ordered abelian group, and let u 6 G + . We define the interval E := G + [0, u] = {<?€C?|0<<7< tx}, and we consider E to be a bounded partially ordered set under the restriction to E of the partial order on G. The interval E is understood to be organized into an effect algebra with unit u and with orthosum © given by the restriction to E of + on G. For the details, see [1, 5] . The element u € G + is called an order unit iff, for each g € G, there exists a positive integer n such that g < nu [9, p. 4] , If there is an order unit u 6 G + , then G is directed. A unital group is a partially ordered abelian group G with a specified order unit u, called 
A state u> £ {2(G)
is strictly positive iff the singleton set {a>} is strictly positive. By definition, A is separating iff, for every g ^ 0 in G, there exists w € A with ui(g) / 0. Clearly, a separating set of states is strictly positive, and if G carries a separating set of states, then G is torsion free. By [9, Theorem 4 .14], if G is archimedean, then fi(G) is a separating set of states for G.
Let G ^ {0} be a unital group with a finite unit interval E. Then, as a partially ordered set, E is atomic, and if ai, 02,..., a n are the atoms in E, then {ai, 02,..., a n } is both a finite cone-generating set and a finite set of generators for the abelian group G [4, Lemma 5.1] . Therefore, the torsion subgroup G T of G is a finite direct summand of G and any com- 
The existence of a strictly positive state
In Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 below, we shall be focusing attention on a torsionfree unital group G ^ {0} with a finite unit interval E. For instance, G could be obtained by "removing" (i.e., factoring out) the torsion from a unital group with a finite unit interval as in [4, Theorem 4.1] . As a group, such a G is a free abelian group of finite positive rank r, whence by choosing a free basis, we can represent G as 17. This representation is not unique and there is not necessarily any obvious relationship between the positive cone G + and the standard positive cone (Z + ) r in 17. Nevertheless, in this section, it will be convenient for us to make the identification G = Z r , so that elements in G are vectors h = (hi,h,2,..., h r ) with integer entries.
The additive group G = 17 is a subgroup of the additive group of the r-dimensional coordinate vector space R r . We understand that R r is orgar nized into a euclidean space with the usual dot product (ii) Assume the hypotheses. As aj € E C G + and 0 < it follows that qi aj € G + for i = 1,2,..., n. Therefore, i <Zi a i = 0 implies that = 0 for i = 1,2,..., n. Since aj / 0 and the group IT is torsion free, it follows that qi -0 for i = 1,2,..., n.
(iii) Assume the hypotheses of (iii), but suppose that c^ > 0 for at least one i 6 {1,2,..., n}. By (temporarily) renumbering if necessary, we can and do assume that a, > 0 for i = 1,2,..., m with 1 < m < n and, if m < ra, aj = 0 for i = m + 1,..., n. Let A be the m x r matrix over Z with the vectors aj, i = 1,2,..., m as its successive rows, and let p be the rank of A. Consider the equation then fa given by (2) satisfy 0 < oti -e < fa for i = 1,2,..., p. For each fc = p+ l,p + 2, ..., m, select a positive rational number fa with \ a k-0k\ < As the coefficients c^ in (2) are rational numbers, it follows that fa in (2) (iv) By (iii) and Farkas's Lemma [12, Chapter 4] , there is a vector c € M r such that 0 < c • ai for i = 1,2,..., n. By continuity, there exists e > 0 such that q € K r with ||c -q|| < e implies that 0 < q • a; for i = 1,2,..., n. Choose q 6 Q r with ||c -q|| < e. Then there is a positive integer M such that z := Mq 6 and we have 0 < z • aj for i -1,2,..., n.
•
THEOREM. If G is a torsion-free unital group with a finite unit interval, then there is a strictly positive Q-valued state ui on G.
Proof. As a group, G can be identified with IT as in Lemma 2. 
Optimizing the representation
Suppose G / {0} is a torsion-free unital group with unit u and with a finite unit interval E = G+[0, it]. Then the partially ordered set E is atomic and the set {ai, a2,..., o"} of atoms in E is a finite set of generators for the abelian group G, so G is a finitely-generated torsion-free abelian group. Consequently, G admits a free basis e\, e2,..., er, where 0 < r = rank(G). Using this free basis, we obtain a group isomorphism <j):G Z r of G onto the additive abelian group II. The isomorphism <p is not uniquely determined and can be replaced by r o <f> where r is any automorphism of the group Z r . The most general automorphism r of Z r is implemented by anrxr unimodular matrix J over Z according to T(z) = z J for all z € 1?. To say that J is unimodular means that J has an inverse over Z, i.e., that det(J) = ±1.
By a suitable choice of the group isomorphism (f>: G -> IT, we might hope to obtain a representation of G that is "optimal" in some sense. Surely one of the desiderata for an optimal representation would be that (j> carries the positive cone G + into the standard positive cone (Z + ) r in the simplicial group IT. We are going to prove that such a <f > exists. 
THEOREM. Let G {0} be a unital group with a finite unit interval and let r be the rank of G. Then r is a positive integer and there is a finite abelian group K such that G can be realized as the group II x K in such a way that for z € II and k €
Proof. Since G has a finite unit interval, it is finitely generated, hence it has finite rank r, its torsion subgroup G T is a finite direct summand of G, and there is a torsion-free abelian group H of rank r and a group isomorphism IP:G -> H x G T . If r = 0, then G is a finite unital group, so G = {0}, contradicting the hypotheses. Thus, r > 0. Define 7r: Proof. See [9, Corollary 3.14].
and let RJ: G -• H be defined by T) := tt o ip. Then rj: G -> H is a surjective group homomorphism and

KER(R7) = G T .
By [4, Theorem 4.1], we can and do organize H into a unital group with positive cone H + := f](G + ) = {h € G \ 3k E G T , (h, k) G G + } and with unit v := r](u)
x-Groups
Suppose that G ^ {0} is a torsion free unital group with a finite unit interval E. By choosing a free basis in G we can realize G as G = IT with 0 < r. Assuming that this has been done, let u £ (Z + ) r be the unit in G, let ai, a.2,..., a n € (Z + ) r be the distinct atoms in E, and let A be the (n +1) x r matrix with ai, a2,..., a n as its first n row vectors and with u as its (n + l)st row vector. To obtain an alternative realization of G as'Z r , we use anrxr unimodular matrix J over Z to replace A by A J, whereupon ) r . For instance, we could perform further elementary column transformations on A in an attempt to decrease the entries in its last row, i.e., to decrease the components of the unit vector for G while preserving the nonnegativity of all entries in A.
The optimal situation is that in which, by suitable elementary column transformations over Z, all entries in the last row of A can be reduced to l's while preserving the nonnegativity of the remaining entries in A. If this can be done, then u = (1,1,..., 1) , whence the vectors p = (pi,p2, • • •,Pr) € E have only zeros and ones as entries. Such a vector can be identified with the characteristic set function XM'-{ 1,2,..., r} -> {0,1} of the set M = {i \pi = 1}, and we obtain a set representation of the effect algebra E. (Caution: This is related to, but not the same as the notion of a "concrete logic" [10] ). These considerations lead us to the following definition.
DEFINITION. A X'9
rou P °f finite rank r > 0 is a unital group G with the following properties: (i) As an additive abelian group, G = Z r .
(ii) G + C (Z+r. (iii) The unit in G is u = (1,1,..., 1) . A xuni 9 rou P °f finite
Representation of a unital group 801
rank r is a x-group that is also a unigroup. A finite x~ algebra is a finite effect algebra that is isomorphic to the unit interval in a x-unigroup of finite rank.
Here is the simplest example of a non-Boolean x-unigroup.
4.2. EXAMPLE. Let G = Z 3 as an abelian group, define G + := {(x,y,z) G G | 0 < x, y, z, y + z -x}, and let u := (1,1,1) . Then G is an archimedean X-unigroup of rank 3 and the unit interval E in G is the six-element modular orthocomplemented lattice M02.
• It can be shown that the class of x-unigroups of finite rank is closed under the formation of finite products, coproducts, and tensor products [7, Section 10] , hence there is an abundant supply of such unigroups. The author does not know an example of a x-unigroup of finite rank that is not archimedean.
The state space
If G ^ {0} is an R-unital group with a finite unit interval E, then probability measures on E can be extended uniquely to elements of fi(G), and the fact (by Corollary 2.3) that there is a strictly positive u 6 fi(G) together with the development in [6] shows that J7(G) is a rational polytope. In this section we are going to show that i2(G) is always a rational polytope, even if G is not R-unital, but only unital. ( (iii) Because G + C G + , the inclusion mapping G G is an order preserving group homomorphism that maps the unit of G to the unit of G.
iii) The inclusion mapping G > G is an injective morphism of unital groups. (iv) Each state u € fi(G) eodends to a unique state Q G Q(G) and the mapping u H-> Q is an affine bijection of Q(G) onto Q(G). Furthermore, u> G i?(G) is Q-valued iff Q G f2(G) is Q-valued, and u is strictly
(iv) As u 6 G and u is an order unit in G, each element of G is bounded above by an element of G. Therefore, by [ , proving that to is uniquely determined by ui. As the restriction of a state on G to G is a state on G, it follows that u> u) is surjective. Evidently, u> l) is an affine bijection of Q{G) onto J?(G) and u> is Q-valued iff Q is Q-valued. We note that an additive group homomorphism from Q r to R is Q-homogeneous, and since G + is the set of all finite linear combinations with nonnegative rational coefficients of elements of G + , it follows that u € f2(G) is strictly positive iff Q 6 f2(G) is strictly positive.
• In Lemma 5.1, Q can be regarded as a unigroup with unit 1 and the partially ordered rational vector space G can be identified with the tensor product Q <8) G. Indeed, Lemma 5.1 can be generalized to the case in which G is any unital group with a separating set of states by defining G := Q ® G and replacing the inclusion mapping GwGbygw l®ff.
LEMMA. Let G t^ 0 be a torsion-free unital group with a finite unit interval E. Then f2(G) is a polytope and every extreme point of Q(G) is a Q-valued state on G.
Proof. We can and do assume that G = IT as an additive group with unit u, and thus form the unigroup G as in Lemma 5.1. Let ai, a2,..., an be the distinct atoms in E. Because these atoms generate G + , it follows that G + is the set of all linear combinations a^aj with nonnegative • ,£( a n))-Because the rational vector space G is spanned by ai, a2,..., a n , the mapping £ 1-• £ is injective. Also, if t = (£1, £2,..., £") is any rational multiplicity vector, we have u = £)" =1 £jaj, whence 1 = £(u) = j), and it follows that f <E Q{T). . Since G is a unigroup, 4> has a unique extension to an additive group homomorphism G -> R. Because £(aj) = qj > 0 for j = 1,2,..., n and every element in G + is a linear combination of aj, j = 1,2,..., n, with nonnegative rational coefficients, £ maps G + into R + . Also, £(u) = 1, so £ 6 Q{G) with I = q. 
